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WEBINAR: WORKING TOGETHER ON VET GOOD MULTILEVEL GOVERNANCE IN MOLDOVA: MOVING FORWARD FOR IMPLEMENTING ASSESSMENT FINDINGS AND POLICY RECOMENDATIONS – 19-20 November 2020

Objectives -and expectations- on the webinar

The objectives of the webinar were:

To validate the work done by ETF experts in cooperation with relevant stakeholders, as well on informing -and agree- on the modality of implementation of assessment findings and policy recommendations which shall be most useful for the country using the joint work done up to now on Multilevel Governance.

In this respect, the objectives of the 2 half-days webinar are:

▪ Presenting and discuss ETF main findings with key stakeholders on the review of VET institutional arrangements and practices conducted in the country.

▪ Share main conclusions and policy recommendations for its validation and appropriation, with a view on identifying and agree next steps to be taken for helping the country moving forward implementing proposed reforms.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

The on-line event was smoothly implemented in very effective and participative manner. The agenda was very rich in terms of thematic contents related to governance arrangements in the country. The participants showed to be very interested and involved in the debate, presentations, as well as during the working groups where they actively discussed the proposed recomendations. The presentations helped a lot on understanding and discussing such important findings for the future of VET system in the country. Working group sessions were extremely useful for collecting valuable feedbacks and achieving objective

KEY OUTCOMES/CONCLUSIONS

▪ The findings of the review were largely acknowledged spite some critical components in the conclusions might not bring common view among stakholders mainly due to their different roles in the system.

▪ Most of the recommendations has been found extremely useful and accurate for moving agenda forward in the country regarding how to make more effective institutional settings and VET system performance.
- More internal regular communication among VET community in the country has been identified in this meeting as a necessary way to face problem solving and build ownership on some key recommendations.
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